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SKICKA GRÖNT!
We offer our customers the possibility of switching to 
climate smart and more fossil-free transport



SKICKA GRÖNT is an initiative where we offer our customers a climate smart 
transport option. When the customer selects SKICKA GRÖNT, we produce the 
corresponding tonkm that the shipment generates using climate smart 
technology somewhere in our domestic network.

Trucks that run on 
electricity – with no 
exhaust

Trucks that run on 
ethanol (ED95)

Trucks that run on 
compressed vehicle gas

Examples of our green fleet vehicle:

Light vans that run on 
electricity – with no 
exhaust

Trucks that run on LBG 
(liquid biogas)

Electric load cycles for city 
distribution

What is the income from SKICKA GRÖNT used for?



INTERNAL

• Skicka grönt is produced with various expensive climate smart technologies somewhere in DHL's
domestic network

• Not all technologies and fuels are available throughout the country. Skicka grönt is therefore produced where we 
have access to fossil-free fuels or alternative technologies and where we have a subcos that is willing to invest in 
fossil free technology for a higher compensation.

• We also want to replace as large goods flows as possible with climate smart technology, which means that we are 
happy to deploy the green solutions where we have large volumes and long distances to make the greatest 
possible use.

• We can therefore never guarantee that your particular shipment is produced “green".  What we can guarantee is 
that, somewhere in our Swedish network, we produce the corresponding amount of transport work with climate 
smart, more expensive technique.

• The more shipments that go with Skicka grönt, the faster our joint journey towards a sustainable transport system 
goes. A work that provides guaranteed environmental benefits in our Swedish transport network and which is 
reviewed annually independently.

• In 2021, we are and will so far use biogas, ethanol and electricity within the Skicka grönt - concept

How does SKICKA GRÖNT work?
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DHL FREIGHT EUROCONNECT PLUSTRADE FAIR & EVENTS

GREEN SERVICES

ZERO EMISSIONS

Emissionreport

Optimization

Green options

MEANS CUSTOMER BENEFIT

Biofuels, filling levels, route 
optimization, train transport, 
development projects electrification

Part of DHL's green network -
revenue enables green in-settings        

Strengthened own environmental
profile.
Contributes to change and has a 
reduced climate footprint!

Follow DHL's journey to 
reach Zero Emissions      

Emission report based on your 
completed transports  

Transparens

MANY OPPORTUNITIES FOR GREEN LOGISTICS



Tack för mig!!


